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About DTE Energy 

If you have your health, you have EVERYTHING!  

Our health and well-being is our most precious  
resource and most valuable asset. 

It’s what allows us to do the work we love and the  
things we love with the people we love.

It’s what gives us vitality.

It’s the fuel to pursue our passions.

It’s the energy to foster our most important relationships.

It’s the power for everything we strive to achieve.
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Welcome
Welcome to our first annual report regarding the health and well-being  
of the DTE Energy family and the role we all play in helping each other  
live our best lives.

At DTE, people are the center of our business. As we live our service keys of Safe and Care,  
we start first with employees. We have more than 10,000 people working to serve customers  
and communities with affordable, reliable and clean energy. And we know that if each of us  
is healthy and well, we will be able to give our best personal energy to our work, our families  
and our communities. That’s why we have embarked on a journey to become the healthiest  
and most well-being-supportive organization.

For years we have had a laser focus on safety, which allowed us to make tremendous strides  
in our Safety journey. We are now widening the lens to focus on Health & Well-being with the 
same rigor, vigor and instrumentation. Caring for employees' well-being is a natural extension  
of our focus on keeping employees safe.  

Working together, we will achieve our goals through integrated, best-in-class programs spanning 
all four areas of total well-being: physical health, emotional wellness, social connectivity and 
financial fitness. We will support all employees regardless of where they are along their health 
and well-being journey. Our programs will encourage people who are strong in one area to share 
their success, while at the same time supporting people striving to improve in other aspects of 
their health and well-being. 

We can help line workers with high blood pressure change their diet so they will be around to 
play with their grandchildren. We can support and encourage customer service representatives 
as they train for their first 5k. And we can help warehouse supervisors learn how to better 
manage their personal budgets to save for their retirements.   

Together, we have the power to deliver a health-supportive environment to improve the lives  
of all DTE employees and their families. We invite you to read this report to learn more about  
the progress we’ve made and what lies ahead. We believe that our journey will allow us to 
become a best-in-class, benchmark culture of health and well-being for others to model. 

In best health,

 
 
 

Peter Oleksiak  
executive vice president & CFO  
well-being executive champion 

Diane Antishin, SPHR
vice president, HR Operations and  
chief diversity and inclusion officer

Karen Personett 
manager, Health & Well-being 

 

Powering Through  
COVID-19 Together
At the time of publishing this report, 
we are all adjusting to a new normal. 
In the wake of this pandemic, our 
focus on health and well-being is 
more imperative than ever before. 
Our efforts intensify as we help our 
community and our collective DTE 
family navigate the unique health 
and well-being implications of these 
uncertain times. We will power 
through this together.

Left to right: Karen Personett, Peter Oleksiak and Diane Antishin
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Understanding  
Culture of Health  
& Well-being  

How We Will Get There
Our Vision
We aspire to improve the health and vitality of our DTE family by 
becoming the most health and well-being-supportive organization.

Our Philosophy and Mission
Every strategy is supported by an overarching philosophy and 
mission. Our philosophy is that well-being includes much more than 

one’s physical health. We believe our efforts must address four 
key facets of one’s total health and well-being, including 

physical health, emotional wellness, social  
connectivity and financial fitness. 

Our philosophy is built into our mission:  
Empower employees and their families to  
live with positive energy, good health and  
a passion for life by fostering a lifetime  
commitment to total well-being.

 
 

A Culture of Health & Well-being is  
about surrounding employees with the  
environment, policies, tools and cues  
that support making the healthy choice the 
easy choice. It’s about creating a culture 
where the healthy choice becomes the 
valued and easy choice.

DTE is a place where health and well-being 
is built right into the value system of our 
organization. That’s why our number one 
value is, “we put the health and safety of 
people first…and know this responsibility 
rests with each of us.” 

Our values shape the way we think  
about our company and the way we  
work daily. They guide all our 
decisions and actions. Our 
values have real power 
because we routinely 
live them and act on 
them—and do so with 
conviction.

Physical 
Health

Financial  
Fitness

Social  
Connectivity

Emotional 
Wellness

TOTAL 
WELL-BEING 
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Power of  
SUPPORT 

Power of   
ENGAGEMENT

Power of  
ENVIRONMENT

Power of  
KNOWLEDGE

Power of  
STRONG LEADERSHIP  

Educate DTE  
employees as active 

leaders in their health.

Model, encourage  
and reinforce  

desired behaviors.

Create opportunities  
to inspire  

engagement.

Our Strategy
Our strategy is focused on five key principles designed to evolve mindsets and behaviors:

Make the  
healthy choice  

the easy choice.

Provide the right  
support to the right  

person at the right time.

Energize Your Life
 Serving as a cornerstone of the Culture of Health & Well-being movement, Energize Your Life (EYL) is DTE’s Health & Well-being  
 program. The programming, resources and tools work together to deliver on our mission. 

WE ARE COMMITTED TO BUILDING A CULTURE 
OF HEALTH & WELL-BEING
Well-being is an enabler to everything we do and strive to achieve. DTE is committed to protecting 
and supporting employees' health and well-being. Currently, DTE employees, as a group, struggle 
with chronic conditions at a higher rate than the average rates within Michigan and the U.S.     

  

   

Fortunately, however, 85% have personal HEALTH GOALS they are actively working on, and we 
are committed to supporting their efforts because we care and because it is the right thing to do. 

90%  
 

have at least one  
chronic condition

have an underlying  
health risk or condition 30%  
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Meet the Architects Behind Building a 
Culture of Health & Well-being

2019 Well-being Executive  
Leadership Committee  
(WELCOM)
For years, we have witnessed an  
outstanding level of executive 
support and concern for employee 
health and well-being. In 2019, DTE 
stepped up its leadership support 
efforts even more by establishing 
a Well-being Executive Leadership 
Committee (WELCOM). This team of 
leaders from various DTE locations 
and business units helps set the 
course and navigate our journey 
to becoming a benchmark Culture  
of Health & Well-being.

Back Row: Lisa Muschong, Tony Tomczak, Mary Anne Casha, Christine Garber, Michael Cooper, Doug (Kenneth) Russel, 
Renee Moran, Diane Antishin, Dan Miner, Nicholas Levin, Morgan Elliott-Andahazy and Dr. Ray Fabius. Front Row: 
Edwin Kokosky, Brian Kincaid, Karen Personett, Peter Oleksiak and Tamara Johnson. Not pictured: Paula Silver.

2019 Health & Well-being Team
Building a culture of health and well-being is a group effort, made up of a wide yet  
integrated team of individuals. While the health and well-being team sets the strategy,  
we are especially grateful to all the individuals and partners who contribute to  
implementing the strategy and supporting the movement. 

Karen Personett and Kelsey Stein.
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Thank you for  
all you do. I am excited  

to be a part of it.

– New EYL champion,  
Western Wayne

EYL Team
The EYL team is on the front line 
each day engaging with employees.  
They promote total well-being and 
vitality and meet people where 
they are in their own personal  
journey by using a wide variety  
of health strategies, including  
awareness, education and  
intervention. The goal is to help  
all DTE family members to live  
with vitality by keeping the  
well,  well and helping those with 
health risks manage or improve 
those conditions. 

Karen Personett and Kelsey Stein. Back Row (diagonal top to bottom): Allison Minowa, Lillian Korbus, James Huddleston, Kacie Sanderson, Lauren DeWitt, Diandra Khoury, David Peterson, Kelsey Stein, 
Katrice Walton, Krysten Ruzylo, Angela Dobbins, Breanna Steifel, Dr. Ray Fabius, Genevieve Anderson, Karen Personett. Front Row (left to right): Kaitlyn Bushbaker, 
Cassandra Whiddon, Christina Hoelzle, Alyson Baringer, Amy Allaire, Khari Dickey, Stephanie Hollander, Jake Johnson, Kelly Van Kampen, Kristine Ali. 

Well-being Champion Event

Top: Raeshell Dail and James Huddleston. 
Bottom: Diane Antishin and Karen Personett.

EYL Champion Network 
Currently, there are nearly 200 well-being champions located at  
50 DTE locations—on our way to achieving our phase-one goal of one 
champion per location and two per floor at our headquarters location. 
They serve as the local resource to help promote all our programs,  
model desired healthy behaviors, direct people to the proper resources  
and address questions.  

EYL champions are instrumental in  
generating momentum and monitoring  
employees’ needs. They are essential  
to the effort. 

I am very excited that we have such a strongly  
committed and talented team helping us execute our  
key initiatives to help our DTE family to be the  
healthiest it can be.

– Ben Felton, senior vice president, Fossil Generation 
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We have established metrics that are  
externally validated, evidence-based  
tools, to track our progress and measure 
our success. Using the metrics described 
below, we primarily look at two main 
indicators for evaluating our Health & 
Well-being efforts:

• The health and well-being of the  
 DTE family

• How health and well-being  
 supportive DTE is

Measuring Our Progress 

EHOA (Employer Health Opportunity Assessment) 
Measures the maturity of how health supportive DTE is at an 
enterprise level.  

Site Scan Culture Check 
Measures the maturity of how health supportive DTE is at an 
individual location and site level.

Power Business Intelligence Tool
Allows us to track progress toward our goals outlined in our 
comprehensive project plan.

Enterprise Health & Well-being Cockpit                  
Measures the overall health of our DTE family collectively. 

A critical part of our well-being journey is measuring  
how we are doing compared to other benchmark companies.  
We have developed a sophisticated business intelligence tool 
so we can monitor our metrics and refine our tactics, while 
continuing to support our goal of providing employees with  
a life full of vitality.

– Karen M. Personett, manager, Health & Well-being
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Our Evolution: The History of Our Commitment 
and the Strong Foundation Built

A Look Back

1938
Health Club 

Small Clinic (sunset 2001)

 

Goal:
Become the  
healthiest and  
most well-being  
supportive  
organization 

Continuous Improvement and Progress

The Evolution 

2004 – 2009
Onsite Wellness Staff

Health Screenings

Health Assessment

Health Coaching

Preventive Care Reminders

Incentives  

New Mothers' Rooms 

Wellness Library 

EYL Ambassadors

2010 – 2015
EYL Mission Statement Established

Wellness Portal

In Charge Magazine

Bikes Onsite

Movement Assessments

Weight Watchers Subsidies

Fitbit Subsidies

Financial Support Introduced

Wellness Programming 
and Challenges

2001 – 2003
Environment, Health & Safety

Employee Health Services

Disease Management

Mogo (community bikes)

Award Recognitions

Physical Activity Solution

Injury Prevention Pilot  
and Expansion 

Financial Fitness Solution

New Hire Orientation

Stairwell Project  
(music and beauty)

Well-being Champion 
Network Refresh

Improved New  
Mothers' Rooms

Enhanced Parental Leave

Dress for Your Day

Work for Your Day Pilot

2016 – Present
EYL Rebrand/Total  
Well-being Framework

Onsite Staff Expanded and 
Restructured—Deployed  
into the Field

Café/Vending Partner-Built 
Nutrition Guidelines

Metrics Introduced

Micro–CoH Check/Site Scan

Macro–HealthNEXT  
CoH Assessment

Cultivate Data into  
Warehouse 

Performance Center  
Grand Opening

3rd Party Program/ 
Customer Audit
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Our Culture of Health & Well-being movement gained  
momentum this past year as we accomplished some critical 
foundational activities, including the following: 

 Added well-being as a corporate priority. 

 Established WELCOM and appointed an executive champion as a  
 guiding force. 

 Established clinical population health and health informatics expertise.

 Aligned and integrated key leadership and strategic partners.

 Strengthened our grassroots champion network.

 Created a blueprint for the path forward based on a comprehensive review  
 of our current state of well-being and aiming to close the gaps that exist  
 between the current and desired future state. 

 Identified metrics and goals to measure our impact.

 Designed and developed an enterprise health and well-being cockpit to  
 convey progress and impact.

 Identified a marketing partner to align messaging and market vitality and  
 to create a multi-modal and multi-media well-being marketing campaign.

 Launched an expansive effort to provide best-in-class nutrition support  
 across all DTE locations. 

 Selected a partner to provide comprehensive support to those struggling  
 with pre-diabetes, diabetes and hypertension. 

 Introduced EYL Injury Prevention at several Gas, Distribution Operations  
 and Fossil Generation locations, using a comprehensive total well-being  
 approach intended to proactively prevent musculoskeletal injuries by  
 addressing body positioning, conditioning and preparation. 

To gain a deeper understanding of what was accomplished over the past year,  
we invite you to read through the following pages…

Our 2019 Key Accomplishments  
and Successes  

I am very proud of the way our  
team has come together and worked  
collaboratively to achieve our goals.

– Michael S. Cooper, director,  
   Compensation, Benefits & Wellness

One of the hallmarks of  
our culture at DTE has always been 

a spirit of caring for our customers, 
co-workers and communities. We believe  
that, now more than ever, caring means  

supporting the health and well-being  
of each person in our DTE family so we  

can all give our best energy to  
everyone we serve. 

– Jerry Norcia, president & CEO
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A communication piece provided to DTE leaders to provide inspiration on how to spark a movement toward 
building a Culture of Health & Well-being.

Power of KNOWLEDGE

Power of  
STRONG LEADERSHIP 
Model, encourage and reinforce desired behaviors

Gerry Anderson, executive chairman, actively demonstrates his commitment by  
participating side by side with employees in the Plank challenge.

We are sparking a well-being 
movement that encourages  
employees to live their best  
life by promoting the value of  
living well.

– Paula Silver, vice president,  
   Corporate Communications

Our 2019 Key Accomplishments  
and Successes  

#1 driver of  
engaged employees: 
Leader supports the  
importance of well-being 
2014 Towers Watson Global Workforce Study

HOW YOU CAN  
SPARK A MOVEMENT

Adopt DTE’s 2019-2022 priority  
“Strengthen our focus on health  
and wellness”

Share with your team the  
importance of integrating  
safety, health and well-being 

Apply the health lens to  
everything you do at work,  
home and play 

Include the health component to  
your health and safety messages

WELCOM and Executive Champion
One of our early accomplishments was successfully  
establishing this critical executive committee, which helps  
accelerate and champion cultural changes and shift  
mindsets by walking the walk and talking the talk. 

The committee was instrumental in sparking the Culture  
of Health & Well-being movement by championing specific  
projects that resulted in the 2019 accomplishments. 

Well-being for employees is one  
of our most important undertakings, 
and we need to assure ourselves that 
we are doing everything we can.  

 – Trevor F. Lauer, president & COO,  
    DTE Electric  
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•  Mental health awareness, 
education and webinar

•  “Live Your Happiest Life” positive  
 mindset education and webinar

• Meditation works weekly meditation  
 (through August 2019)

• Growth mindset education

• “Sugar Smarts” awareness,  
 education and webinar

• Importance of PCP and early detection

• Weight management education  
 (goal setting, meal prep, label reading,  
 healthier choice swaps, herb garden, 

mindful eating, healthy food sampling)

•  Diabetes awareness

Power of KNOWLEDGE 
Educate DTE employees as active leaders in their health

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING  
BY THE NUMBERS 

TOTAL  
WELL-BEING 

               Social Connectivity
• Team Plank Challenge

• You Can Do It: No Sugar Challenge

• Connecting employees to MoGo; weekly rides

• Walking Wednesdays with Nora 

• Healthy Selfie

• Partners with Energy resource groups  
 (i.e. AIM - Abilities In Motion)

• “Walk on the Wild Side” zoo event

• Family Care Support Group

• EYL Well-being Champion Network

                

1,981
Events  

held

66,367 
Total  

encounters                                                                

2,407                                                                                    
Total educational  
hours delivered

Onsite Educational Programming
Our programming is purposeful and shaped by the known risk factors 
within the organization and locally relevant topics. It addresses all  
aspects of total health and well-being. Below are examples of the  
types of programming delivered this past year.

                Financial Fitness
• Connecting employee to SmartDollar®  
 financial resource

• Financial fitness education (monthly budgeting,  
 goal setting, saving, debt snowball etc.)

• Healthy eating on a budget

• EMPOWER 401(k) Plan education series

• Sandwich generation: Financial  
 preparation for caring for your  
 kids and parents 

•  Cardiovascular health;  
 blood pressure

•  Various health and safety  
 awareness and education

•  Phone coaching and consultations

•  "Best and Better" healthy food  
 subsidies and food samples

• Stress management and building  
 resilience strategies and education;  
 stress cart

• Connecting employees to Employee  
 Assistance Program (EAP)

• Gratitude challenge; Operation  
 Gratitude (sending donated  
 Halloween candy to troops)

                 Emotional Wellness

Physical Health

91%  
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I was 35 years old, felt healthy  
and was ready to just pay the surcharge 

rather than make the time to take my  
physical. Luckily, my wife urged me to just  

‘go get it done.’ Who would have guessed that  
physical would end up saving my life?!

 Take it from me, it’s worth taking a  
little time to have your physical. Your  
family will thank you.  

 – Stephan Klein, senior service   
representative  

Examples of Onsite Educational Programming

Cooking Demonstrations Quarterly Webinars Walking Wednesday Group 

The Healthy Living Program (HLR)
This longstanding program is offered to all benefit-eligible employees and their covered spouses.  
It is intended to help connect the DTE family with a primary care physician to enable early  
detection and management of risk factors.  

The program requires participants to receive an annual physical exam and health  
assessment. This past year, DTE hit an all-time participation high of 91 percent! 

HEALTHY LIVING PROGRAM ENGAGEMENT

Field Warm-ups  

91%  
 

Engagement continues to have 
year-over-year improvement,  
with the highest level of 91% 
achieved in 2019.

While industry HLR  
engagement is decreasing, 
DTE’s engagement  
continues to grow.

Get checked—it’s simple. I encourage everyone to take  
their health seriously by getting annual check-ups from  
their primary care physician in order to catch any health  
problems early. I hope my experience will motivate others  
to take precautionary measures. I don’t want this to  
happen to my brotherhood.  

– Anthony Kujawa, distribution general fitter

As a lineman who’s been climbing poles for 28 years, I know the importance of staying in shape, 
stretching and warming up to prepare for my workday. That one time I didn’t, it resulted in an injury.

– DTE lineman
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In Charge Magazine 
In Charge magazine is the  
company’s respected well-being 
publication. Eye-catching and 
easy to read, it is published 
quarterly and mailed to 
employee homes to make it 
easy to share with spouses and 
family members. Educational 
in nature, the magazine covers 
key well-being topics, shares 
employee health success stories, 
promotes tools and resources 
and cross-promotes various 
business partner initiatives.  
For example, we commonly  
integrate articles featuring  
the Employee Assistance  

Program, Diversity and Inclusion initiatives, SmartDollar®,  
EMPOWER RETIREMENT™ and other cross-initiatives. 

Not only does the magazine provide engaging, relevant and  
reliable information, it is crafted to inspire action—offering tips  
and suggestions for how to apply the information to one’s life.  

IN   CHARGE

S P R I N G  2 0 2 0

Find the CARROT to  your wellness journey.  Discover a new physical activity app offered  
to DTE Energy employees at no charge—start  

walking and start earning • Page 1 

POWER TO LIVE LIFE TO THE FULLEST

in  Charge      FALL  2018      15

People are always on the lookout for ways to feel 

calmer, happier and healthier. Sometimes it’s a challenge  

to know what’s a trend and what can really help you feel your best.  

A trending wellness approach is called forest bathing. This Japanese 

wellness ritual is rooted in two ancient and proven health concepts — 

1) spending time in nature and 2) being presently mindful. WHAT IS FOREST BATHING?
Originating in Japan, shinrin-yoku has become a common practice for 

many Japanese people. Shinrin means forest and yoku means bath.  

So shinrin-yoku means bathing in the forest atmosphere. It’s not an  

exercise; in fact, you’re not required to do anything more than be  

present in the moment in the presence of trees.

BEING MINDFULEven when you think you’re  
relaxing, you’re probably not. With 
all the people, screens and sounds 
around us, we’ve become masters 
of tuning out. For better or worse, 
we’re oblivious to most that  
surrounds us.

Mindfulness is a fairly new term for 
an old idea — be present.  Pay attention to all your senses.  Try not to think about the past  

 or future. 
 Focus on where you are now,  

 what you’re doing and how  
 you feel. 

HOW DOES IT WORKThe key to benefiting from forest 
bathing is being in tune to your 
senses. This is the type of  environment where humans  

develop. Our brains and bodies are 
hardwired to respond favorably.  
Additionally, trees are natural  
air purifiers and remove toxins,  
so you can breathe easier. Phytoncides are plant compounds 

that increase the white blood cells 
that protect your immune system. 
All these factors add up to better 
mental and physical health. 

FOREST BATHINGThink about walking through the forest. You’ve left  

your phone and camera behind. You have no demands  

or tasks to attend to. You have no specific destination. Can you hear  

the leaves rustling and smell the earth? Notice how the air feels fresh in your 

lungs. See the dappled sunlight through the branches and all the colors of  

green around you. Maybe you sit down on a moss-covered log or dip your  

toes in a stream.
Do you feel calmer? This is the sensation of forest bathing —  

taking in the forest through all your senses. 

TIME IN NATUREIt’s no secret that spending time 
in nature can make you feel 
relaxed and renewed. Many of us 
live in cities or suburbs and while 
we may have lovely parks and 
lawns, we don’t spend a lot of 
time truly connected with nature. 

Study after study shows that 
surrounding yourself with the 
sights and sounds of the great 
outdoors:

 Improves your memory. Relieves stress.
 Improves concentration.  Sharpens thinking.  Spurs creativity.

Nature Meets  Mindfulness to  Improve Your Day 
(Sources: Time.com, NationalGeographic.com, Berkley.edu)

THE ADVANTAGES  IT OFFERS
 Improved short-term memory. Restored mental energy. Stress relief.

 Reduced inflammation. Boost for the immune system. 

IT’S FOR ANYONE,  ANYWHERE
Forest bathing is different for everyone. 

There is no one-size-fits-all approach.  
Warm or cool, dry, rainy or snowy, walk, 

practice yoga or rest — whatever makes  
you feel at ease and accommodates your  

present state of mind. 

Forest  Bathing: 

Look a t     trees!
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Sleep and mental health go hand in hand.  
If you are getting enough rest, you’re more likely to  

have good mental health. If you have a chronic  

sleep problem, you’re more likely to develop a  

mental health problem, such as memory loss,  

anxiety or depression. This goes straight to  

the heart of why we sleep in the first place:  

to repair our bodies and allow our brains  

to consolidate memories and process  

information. If you don’t give your body time to do  

these vital tasks, the body will turn to other, less  

healthy, options for keeping you going throughout  

the day.

Rest YOUR MIND
(Sources: Dept. of Health and Human Services, Sleep Foundation, Neurocenters.com,  
Fitbit.com; www.health.harvard.edu,  www.fastcompany.com)

RedBrick Journeys: Sleep Well 
Do you find yourself tossing and  
turning at bedtime? Or waking up and still  
feeling groggy and unenergized? Setting  
yourself up for a good night’s sleep is as easy  
as one, two, three with this Sleep Well  
Journey. Visit dteenergy.redbrickhealth.com  
to get started.

TAKE CHARGE

10 Habits FOR HEALTHY SLEEP

LEARN MORE ABOUT SLEEP BY VISITING  
WWW.CC.GOV/SLEEP/ABOUT_SLEEP

How many hours of sleep do you need a night?

Infant
(4-11 Months)

12-15

Toddler
(1-2 years)

11-14

Pre-School
(3-5 years)

10-13

School Age
(6-12 years)

9-12

Teenager
(13-18 years)

8-10

Adult
(26-64 years)

7-9

Older Adult
(65 years +)

7-8

Young Adult
(19-25 years)

7-9

Newborn
(0-3 months)

14-17

Vicious Cycle  
OF POOR SLEEP

Chronic sleep problems affect  
about 50 TO 80 PERCENT of those with 

psychiatric conditions, compared to  
10 TO 18 PERCENT of all U.S. adults.

~ Harvard Health

Boosts mood Being rested helps you stay positive 

Decreases  
anxiety 

Restores and calms 
the mind

During a sleep cycle, it’s most common to go from light sleep to 

deep sleep, back to light sleep, and then into REM sleep. Then 

the cycle generally repeats, but sleep patterns vary naturally.

Deep Sleep 
Stages 3-4

• Typically occurs in the first few hours  
 of sleep. 

• Difficult to wake.

• Contributes to feeling refreshed in  
 the morning.

• Breathing becomes slower and muscles  
 relax while heart rate usually becomes  
 more regular.

• Promotes physical recovery and aspects  
 of memory and learning.

• Supports your immune system.

Light Non-REM Sleep 
Stages 1-2

• Begins within minutes of falling asleep.

• May drift in and out of sleep several  
 times at the start.

• Easy to wake; disturbs easily.

• Start to relax.

• Stress hormone, Cortisol, dips.

Brush and breathe

Opt for healthy bedtime snacks  
but avoid eating within two  
hours of bedtime

Follow a 20—minute rule:   
if struggling to sleep after  
20 minutes, get up and do  
something relaxing in another  
room with lights low and  
no devices

Ditch the screens/devices at least  
two hours before bed

Optimize your sleep environment — 
dark, comfortable temperature, quiet

Create a sleep routine

Cut back on chemicals 

Mind dump using a notepad by  
your bed

Put pets in their own bed

THE DEADLY 
CYCLE OF  
INSOMNIA

Greater  
daytime 

fatigue and 
grogginess

Higher stress 
levels from poor 
health choices

Brain won’t  
shut down due  
to high cortisol 

levels from  
stress 

Too little 
sleep causes 

a sleep “debt” 

Caffeine and 
sugar cravings 
to keep going

Stages  OF SLEEP 

25
POINTS

Lowers stress 
 Reduces cortisol    

levels in the body

Emotional Benefits  
OF SLEEP

Improves memory 
Consolidate memories 

to practice what you 

learned

Sharpens  
attention 

Helps you  

focus better 

Spurs creativity Reorganizes brain to simplify creative process

REM
• First phase of REM occurs after you’ve 
 had an initial stage of deep sleep. 

• During this final stage of sleep, your  
 brain becomes more active. 

• Can’t move voluntarily; signals from  
 brain to muscles is blocked.

• Dreams occur and your eyes move  
 quickly in different directions under 
 closed eyelids. 

• Heart rate increases and breathing  
 becomes more irregular.

• Plays an important role in mood  
 regulation, learning and memory as  
 your brain processes and consolidates  
 information to be stored in long-term  
 memory.

I posted the In Charge article 
about sleep on my fridge  

as a reminder.

– Fermi employee 

 
I look so forward to getting my In Charge magazine  

and cozying up with a cup of tea to read it!  
 – Diane Antishin, vice president of Human Resources  
    Operations and chief diversity & inclusion officer
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Opioid Educational  
Campaign
DTE recognizes the challenge 
faced by our communities 
regarding the growing struggle 
to combat the opioid epidemic. 
Many people have either an 
indirect or direct connection to 
the opioid epidemic―whether it 
is a friend, a family member, a co-worker or even themselves. 

DTE has launched a year-long opioid educational campaign for 
employees, including presentations, guest speakers and a series of 
articles in the In Charge magazine.  

The focus of the campaign is to help employees:

• Reduce the risk of addiction. 

• Learn how to identify the warning signs.  

• Know where to turn for help.

• Consider alternative forms of pain management.

Renee Moran, WELCOM champion,  
demonstrated leadership for this initiative by  

recently sharing a story about how the opioid crisis  
touched her life in the March 2020 edition of In Charge.

It is a very personal story, but I felt by sharing it we can try  
to make a difference for others. I want people to realize that it’s  

dangerous to assume your children, friends and co-workers are buffered 
from opioid addiction just because of their higher social economic  

status, where they live or the car they drive. This is an epidemic for  
a reason—it crosses all socioeconomic lines.

  – Renee Moran, director, Labor and Employee Relations

  

The goal of the opioid campaign is to help  
arm employees and their family members with  
the power of knowledge, and to make a  
difference in our collective effort to build  
a Culture of Health & Well-being—at work,  
at home and in our communities.

– Kelsey Stein, program manager, 
   Health & Well-being
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A CLOSER LOOK AT THE  
OPIOID EPIDEMIC 
(Sources: Health.mil, National Institute of Drug Abuse, drugabuse.gov, hhs.gov, Michigan.gov, henryford.com, CDC.gov) 

   Most people have either an indirect or direct connection to the opioid epidemic, whether it is  
a friend, a family member, or even themselves. It’s important to gain a better understanding  
of this growing health concern to help reduce the risk of addiction, learn how to identify it if  
it does occur and know where to turn for help. This is the second in a series of articles that  
will appear in issues of InCharge over the coming year to help arm our employees and their 
family members with the power of knowledge, and hopefully make a difference in our  
collective effort to build a culture of health— 
at work, at home and in our communities.

A major battle faced by our  
communities is the growing  
struggle to combat the opioid 
epidemic. Unfortunately, this  
battle started long ago…

The Evolution of the  
OPIOID CRISIS

130
The number of people  

in the U.S. who die  
EVERY DAY after  

overdosing on opioids.
- National Institute on Drug Abuse

What Are Opioids
A class of controlled drugs  
naturally found in opium  
poppy plants that relax the  
body. They are prescribed  
for moderate to severe pain  
and can be highly  
addictive. 

Why Do People Become  
Addicted to Opioids?
Opioids trick your brain and body into believing  
the drug is necessary for survival. 

As your body starts to tolerate the dose  
you’ve been prescribed, you may  
find that you need even more  
medication to relieve the pain  
or achieve well-being, which  
can lead to dependency. 

1775
Opium made its way 

into the U.S.

1860
Morphine commonly 
used to treat soldiers 

in the Civil War.

Late 1800s
Sharp rise in opioid addiction 

due to over-the-counter  
availability (Bayer sells  

heroin for pain relief  
and coughs).

1914
Harrison Narcotics  

Act restricts availability 
of opioids to  

prescription only.

1920-1950
To avoid addiction, opioid  
prescriptions limited to  

treating those dying from 
acute pain versus to treat 

chronic pain.

Early 1970s
With strong stigmas and 

mounting addiction fears, 
doctors seek alternative  

pain management  
methods.

1976
Percocet and Vicodin 

approved by FDA.

2016
Surgeon general declares opioid  
addiction a national epidemic.

The CDC releases guidelines for  
prescribing opioids for chronic  
pain—encouraging non-opioid  

therapies, prescribing lower doses 
and short-acting opioids, and  

monitoring progress.

1996
Oxycontin, a  

long-acting painkiller, 
hits the market. 

1998
Purdue Pharma spends  

$207 million on Oxycontin  
marketing claims that it is  

less addictive than its  
short-acting cousins,  
Percocet and Vicodin.

2001
Joint Commission  

declares pain as the  
fifth vital sign.

2015
National record of 
opioid overdoses.

$

Common  
Prescription  

Opioids
• Hydrocodone

• Oxycodone

• Oxymorphone

• Morphine  

• Codeine

• Fentanyl 

• Methadone

Signs of an Addiction
Misuse can be dangerous and potentially 
fatal! Learn the potential signs of addiction:

 Mixing with different groups of people  
 or changing friends.

 Spending time alone and  
 avoiding time with family  
 and friends.

 Losing interest in activities.

 Not bathing, changing  
 clothes or brushing their  
 teeth.

 Being very tired and sad.

 Eating more or less  
 than usual.

 Being overly energetic,  
 talking fast and saying things  
 that don’t make sense.

 Being nervous or cranky.

 Quickly changing moods.

 Sleeping at odd hours.

 Missing important appointments.

 Getting into trouble with the law.

 Attending work or school on an  
 erratic schedule.

 Experiencing financial hardship.

continued on next page…
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2020  
Healthy Living Program Reminder 

 
Invest in Your Health: Complete by June 30, 2020 

Complete an annual physical and submit the Annual Physical  
Health Screening form 

• No need to wait a year between physicals;   
 schedule any time after Jan. 1, 2020. • Submit the form one of three ways:   Upload: Take a picture using your  

   smartphone and upload  
   to the app or to     DTEEnergy.RedBrickHealth.com.

  Fax:  833.724.4383   Mail:  RedBrick Health     P.O. Box 2260     Minneapolis, MN 55402-0260• The form must be received by RedBrick  
 Health by June 30, 2020.• Ways to obtain a copy of the form: –  Download it from the website. – Get it from an on-site EYL Coordinator or  

  at eyl_account@dteenergy.com. – Request a copy be mailed to you by calling   
  RedBrick Health at 866.261.7144.

DTE is committed to helping you get the most out of life. 
Whether it’s improving your daily quality of 
life or potentially adding years to your life 
by preventing chronic diseases, the Healthy 
Living Program offers you an added incentive 
to stay on top of your health and well-being.Specifically, the program is about building a 

strong relationship with your doctor, getting  
your annual physical and taking  an insightful online health  assessment.

Paying the Price of Skipping Your Preventive Care
Ignoring or pushing off your preventive care can mean missing an opportunity to gain the peace of mind 

that comes with a clean bill of health, or knowing you were able to catch a health concern early when it 

is most treatable. Don’t pay the price of leaving your health to chance. Please note, if you don’t complete 

the two activities by the deadline, you will pay a surcharge (and spouse’s surcharge, if applicable). The 

surcharge(s) could be well over $1,000 and will automatically be deducted from your paychecks during  

Jan. 1 – Dec. 31, 2021. Refer to the recent January HLR mailer for details.
If, due to a medical condition, it is unreasonably difficult or medically inadvisable for you to achieve or attempt to achieve 

the standards of this program, call RedBrick Health at 866.261.7144.

Why Preventive  Care Matters
 Reduces the chance you’ll   have to deal with painful or   uncomfortable symptoms of   a chronic disease. 

 Helps ensure the ability to be    active and take part in life. Prevents large medical bills   or bankruptcy.
 Can increase lifespan. 
 Makes treatment of chronic   diseases easier.

 Your loved ones will thank you!

Complete the RedBrick  Health Assessment
 Log in to DTEEnergy.RedBrickHealth.com  
 using your computer, laptop, tablet or  
 smartphone. 

 Or, get access by downloading the mobile  
 app available at Google Play or the  
 Apple Store (Sponsor: DTE).  Can’t complete the assessment online?  

 Take it over the phone at 866.261.7144.  
 Or, request a paper copy and return via  
 fax or mail.

1

2

IMPORTANT!  
It is your responsibility to verify that RedBrick Health has received the required 

documentation and that you have met the 
Healthy Living Requirements. To monitor your progress and confirm your requirement  

status, visit DTEEnergy.RedBrickHealth.com 
or call 866.261.7144.

Renee Moran, director, Labor and Employee Relations at DTE, knows  all too well about the tragedy and loss associated with opioid addiction. In March 2015, she lost her best friend, Jody, to 
an accidental heroin overdose. “Her heroin was 
laced with Fentanyl. It killed her before she  
even got high,” explained Renee.   

Jody doesn’t fit the common profile of a drug 
abuser. She came from a loving family within a 
middle-class neighborhood. Her father was a  
senior chief at a Detroit fire department. Renee and Jody met the first day of kindergarten 

at the bus stop. They became best friends  
almost immediately; a friendship that would  
last for decades. Jody was known for her sense 
of humor and was very kind. “She was 

always there for us—if someone 
needed some-
thing from her, 
she was quick 
to provide it,” 
recalled Renee. 

In middle school, Renee and Jody started to go  
down different paths, with Jody beginning to 
experiment with marijuana. Her curiosity led 
Jody to begin experimenting with stronger  
drugs in high school—moving on to acid, then 
cocaine and crack cocaine and eventually 
heroin in her adult years.

As Jody entered her thirties, she hit an all-time low. She was jailed and forced into 
court-ordered rehabilitation. “Her family and 
I weren’t optimistic that the rehab would help 
since she had participated in other in-patient 
rehabilitation programs in the past without 
success. Thankfully, that time it was different.  
Jody was clean and doing really well for about 
eight to nine years. She was busy raising her 
two children,” shared Renee. “I was so proud  
of her and hopeful for her future.”

 Jody was gainfully employed during those years. Her lifelong dream was to run her own restaurant or delicatessen. She was so excited to have started working at a local store that included a deli. “Jody loved to cook, so she had a lot of fun working in the deli. Her friendliness and outgoing personality captured the hearts of her customers,” beamed Renee.  
“In fact, one of the customers was so taken 

with her customer service skills, he asked her 
to be his assistant at his office.”  

Continued on next page… 

Substance use disorders don’t  discriminate. They affect the rich and the poor, all socioeconomic groups and ethnic groups. They affect people in urban areas and rural ones. Far more people than we realize are affected. It’s important for us to bring people out from the shadows and get them the help that they need. – Dr. Vivek Murthy, former U.S. Surgeon General

Renee Shares a Story of How Opioids  Took Her Best Friend’s Life
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SERIES ON OPIOID ADDICTIONMost people have either an indirect or direct connection to the opioid epidemic, whether it is a friend, a family 

member, a co-worker or even themselves. It’s important to gain a better understanding of this growing health 

concern to help reduce the risk of addiction, learn how to identify it if it does occur and know where to turn for 

help. This is the third in a series of articles that will appear in issues of In Charge to help arm our employees  

and their family members with the power of knowledge, and hopefully make a difference in our collective  

effort to build a Culture of Health & Well-being—at work, at home and in our communities.
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The fitness center 
staff and the overall environment 

gave me great momentum to make  
big changes to my health.

– Ahmed Awad,  
manager, Capital Projects

  

Power of SUPPORT 
Provide the right support to the right person at the right time

Performance Center
The Performance Center provides all DTE 
employees with industry-leading approaches 
to overall physical health and medical care, 
along with the convenience of an onsite 
facility located at DTE headquarters. 

The Performance Center includes a  
Fitness Zone and Health Zone. 

Fitness Zone 
This full-fitness center includes everything 
from a full gymnasium and workout equip-
ment to group exercise classes and recovery 
and fuel stations. Plus, employees can access 
fitness coaches, nutritionists/dietitians,  
nutritional workshops and education classes.  

Fitness Zone membership and engagement 
with all services continues to increase  
year over year, partially attributed to: 

• Free trial memberships  
 offered to newly hired  
 employees

• Annual open house

• Complimentary  
 “fitness game plan”                                                                                                                     
 appointment

ALMOST ALL LOCATIONS 
WITH 100 OR MORE  

EMPLOYEES HAVE A GYM 
OR FITNESS AREA. 

1,057                                                                                    
Average memberships  

(representing 27% of the  
DTE family)  

3,513
Average monthly visits

168 
Average daily visits

139 
Number of group exercise  
classes offered per month

70 

Number of recreation classes                         
offered per month

I WENT FROM  
257 LBS TO 200 LBS
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I have been working out in the coach-led classes for close to  
seven months and I am stronger and feel better for an older 

guy. I like the encouragement from the coaches and the 
peers. If I can do it anyone can! – DTE employee 

Fitness Zone Games  
Fifteen teams fully participated and received more than 20 medals throughout the program.

 
Participants 
completed:  

would recommend the 
program to a friend

said their biggest takeaway from the program is  
that they are feeling happier, healthier and have  

a more positive attitude daily

260  hours
over

of group exercise  
classes and rec sports

          
of cardio exercise in  
just two weeks 

in one day
500              burpees

1100 mile

97%  
 said their physical activity 

has increased since the 
start of the program

84%  

70%   =  

Cheryl Michalik and Giovanni Loria. Left to right: Tracy Spratt, Sue Shea,  
Austin Kurian and Darnell Butler  
(bottom row).

Left to right: Keith Thomas, Tony Wilhelm,  
Siva Balasubramanian and Zayd Allebban.

5,888                                                                    
Health Zone clinic visits 

866 

Flu shots provided

624
Physical Therapy visit hours

98.37%
Portion surveyed who said  
they were “Very Satisfied”  
with Health Zone services

  I appreciate the camaraderie with  
team members and getting to know  

new people from different teams.  
It also made me do my best, so I didn’t  

let team members down. 

– Sue Ellen Shea, DTE employee
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SmartDollar® for Financial Fitness  
Our employees, like most Americans, are dealing with financial stressors that follow 
them everywhere they go, including to work. DTE introduced SmartDollar® to support 
employee financial well-being and empower them to proactively take control of their 
money. Specifically, employees—regardless of their income or generation—learn to:

• Make a plan for their money by budgeting.

• Build an emergency fund.

• Pay off debt.

• Invest for their future.

• Increase charitable giving.

Since DTE introduced  
SmartDollar®, I have, for the first  

time in my life, completely eliminated  
my debt. I sold items I didn’t need  

and property I was no longer profiting  
from. My family and I just closed on  
a new house last week and we are  

paying for it in cash.

– DTE employee 

Health Zone (Primary Care Clinic) 
Staffed by a full-time physician, this clinic is available to all DTE employees.   
The Health Zone provides: 

• Primary care 

• Physical therapy 

In addition to the Health Zone, HFHS clinics operate throughout DTE, offering 
a range of occupational medical services.

SmartDollar® has helped me move 
beyond living paycheck to paycheck.  
I have a great paying job and could 
not believe that I was living that way.  
This plan is simple, straightforward 
and it works.   
– Anonymous DTE employee

$6,320,210                                                                                    
The “Total Financial Turnaround” of 

DTE family participants in 2019

$21,208
Average financial turnaround                                                                

per participant 

15%                                                                                                       
The portion of DTE  

employees enrolled in the  
program; continues to grow  

monthly (target 20%)

68%                                                                                                               
Portion of DTE SmartDollar®  
participants reported feeling  
confident or secure regarding  

their personal finances compared 
to pre-survey of 54% 

• First-aid care 

• Pharmacy delivery service 

• Free flu shots

Guest Speaker, Chris Hogan
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BODY MECHANICS  
FIELD GUIDE 

To help protect our DTE family and  
prevent musculoskeletal injuries, the Body Mechanic 

Field Guide was designed to be a quick reference  
resource for employees and leaders.  
It includes body positioning cues and  
step-by-step instructions with photo 
demonstrations to guide employees 
through each task-related movement, 

including:

•  3 total body warm-up routines  
•  16 body mechanic scenarios 

1,314                                                                                                   
The number of  

encounters between ATs  
and DTE employees

Injury Prevention: EYL Athletic Trainers   
We introduced EYL Injury Prevention at several Gas, Distribution Operations and Fossil 
Generation locations. Our EYL athletic trainers (ATs) are there for employees to help  
eliminate any existing aches and pains from weekend bowling tournaments, golf outings 
and yard work. The ATs also go into the field using a comprehensive total well-being 
approach intended to proactively prevent musculoskeletal injuries by addressing body 
positioning, conditioning and preparation.  

Our ATs are certified athletic trainers focused on injury prevention and job risk  
assessments. They are part of the EYL team and serve as subject matter experts in  
athletic training.

SITTING THE SAFE WAY WHILE DRIVING:

 Adjust the seat height up until your hips are at least as high as your knees.

 Your thighs should be comfortably supported by the seat base, and your knees should  
  be slightly bent. The edge of the seat should not press into the backs of your knees (there  
  should be at least a two finger gap between the back of your knee and the seat), as it can  
  reduce the blood circulation in the legs. Don’t sit on a wallet for the same reason.

 Adjust the depth of the lumbar (lower back) support by moving it from flat until it  
  comfortably fills the arch of your back. If your car doesn’t have lumbar support, use a  
  small pillow or rolled towel.

 Keep your shoulders back and head supported by the headrest. Adjust the height of the  
  headrest so it rests in the middle of your head. 

 Try not to slouch.

 Make sure to adjust your seat, mirrors, and steering wheel every time you get into your  
  vehicle. You should have a bend in your arm of around 120˚ when driving.

 Do periodic body scans while driving to make sure your driving posture hasn’t changed.

WALL SWIMS  

Stand about 6” away from a wall, with your toes pointed 
straight ahead. Rest your arms on the wall in the 11 o’clock and  
1 o’clock positions. Alternate lifting your right and left hands  
off of the wall. Perform 2 x 12 repetitions.

 

WARM-UP/FLEXIBILITY  
PROLONGED SITTING

STANDING LEG MEDIAL REACH 

Stand on your right leg. Bend your right leg and squat down as 
you reach with your left foot along the direction shown above. 
Tap your left foot to the floor and return to the starting  
position. Make sure to keep your right knee centered over  
your second toe. Repeat while standing on the left leg. Perform 
2 x 12 repetitions. 

SINGLE LEG RUNNER’S ARMS 

Shift your weight to your right leg and bend your left knee. 
Keep your right knee unlocked. While balancing on your right 
leg, rapidly move your arms forward and backward as if you  
are running. Return to the starting position and repeat while 
balancing on the left leg. Perform 20 arm swings while  
standing on each leg.

 

1 2 3

Hips and knees should be generally aligned.

PROLONGED  
SITTING

PROLONGED SITTING
Body positioning and stretches to help offset the negative effects of sitting for long periods of time — 

such as while working at a desk or driving.

 

BODY MECHANIC FIELD GUIDE

INDUSTRIAL ATHLETE 

New Family Care Support Group   
DTE recently established its ninth Diversity and Inclusion Employee Energy Resource Group: Family Resource Group. This group  
is committed to fostering an inclusive environment for individuals and their families throughout one’s lifecycle journey, including  
emotionally and financially caring for loved ones―children, elders, spouses, etc.  They provide educational opportunities, employee  
engagement and outreach experiences that contribute to employee growth and talent development.

This has been a real lifeline—thanks everyone 

for the support.  – Kelly Holmes, DTE employee

We are all industrial athletes.  
The data shows that being as healthy 
as you can be prevents injuries, and  
we want all DTE employees to go home 
to their families in the same condition 
that they arrived—healthy and safe.

– Brian Kincaid, plant director, Fossil Generation    
  Central & South Area Operations

I’m always bragging  
to my wife that DTE provides an athletic trainer 
to keep us moving well on the job.

– DTE employee, Gas operations
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Power of ENVIRONMENT
Make the healthy choice the easy choice

Nutritional Transformation
DTE is in the process of building a path to best-in-class nutritional support. This includes  
a focused effort on ensuring nourishing and affordable food is available.  

With all of the following initiatives, we took special care not to remove choice but, rather, 
provide more healthy options. 

In addition, to help encourage healthy options and make the healthy choice the easy 
choice, we paid particular attention to the placement of items—for example, placing 
healthy options at eye level and making them easily accessible at the point of sale.  
Likewise, less healthy items are placed at  
lower levels and in harder-to-access locations.

Vending Machine Makeovers

This past year, DTE began revamping its 
vending machine options. At least half of 
the snack and beverage options now reflect 
and inspire healthier and more nutritious 
"best and better" choices. To help take the 
guesswork out of choosing healthy options, 
quickly identifiable special green coils 
(placed at eye level for maximum visibility) 
are used to dispense the healthy snacks.  

The vending machine healthy makeover 
is being phased in, with the conversion 
at Headquarters complete. In total, DTE 
has converted most vending machines 
enterprisewide and is actively working 
toward converting the remaining machines 
as quickly as possible. 

 
LOOKING FOR SOME 

FIZZ?   
Your body works optimally  

when it is properly hydrated.    

and snack on a handful of nuts  
for consistent energy.

Try carbonated drinks like Bubly, LaCroix or  
seltzer water. Add a burst of flavor with fresh  

or frozen fruit, cucumber or mint.

Executive Dining Campaign

Another example of our leaders walking 
the walk was the transformation of the 
executive dining rooms to "best and 
better" snacks and beverages. In addition, 
eye-catching and informative posters were 
displayed throughout the dining rooms 
showcasing easy steps for making  
healthier choices.  

 

Best and Better Program
DTE has stepped up the nutritional value 
of the food options offered to employees 
through the cafeterias, vending machines 
and convenience stores. Fifty percent of 
the food in the vending machines now 
consists of healthy options, which are 
identified through labels for their level of 
health:  "best choice" (25% of items) and 
"better choice" (remaining 25% of items).    

As part of this program, DTE subsidizes 
healthy options that meet “best and better” 
standards in all DTE cafeterias, vending 
machines and convenience stores. The 
discounts include $1 for “best” items, 
$0.50 for “better” items and a 10 percent 
discount per ounce for the salad bar. In  
addition, monthly healthy food samplings 
are offered and deeply discounted items 
are featured. The goal is to continue to 
make the healthy choice the easy choice. 

75%                                                                                   
Portion of vending machines  

enterprisewide that have  
received the healthy makeover  

SNACK  
ON SUPERFOODS. 

Nutrient-rich foods have  
added health benefits. 

best better



664                                                                                                    

Number of employees 
who used the meditation 

space from January 
through August 2019

New Meditation, Prayer and Massage Room
To boost emotional well-being, DTE commissioned a mobile  
meditation bus to come directly to Beacon Park, outside DTE  
Headquarters. Employees could attend up to three meditation  
classes once per week. Building on the success of this program,  
DTE is establishing a new meditation space within DTE  
Headquarters in 2020.

Stairwell Transformation  
To encourage people to take the stairs rather than the  
elevator, DTE transformed an old stairwell into a  
destination! The stairwell became a tour of Michigan,  
with each floor wrapped in a beautiful visual of a key  
Michigan location that one might visit during summer 
vacations—think Belle Isle or Pictured Rocks.   

In my opinion, there’s nothing more freeing and  
relaxing than getting on a bike and riding around the 
city. It helps relax, de-stress and refocus my day.

– DTE employee

717
Current active  

riders 
 
 

748,580                                                                    

Calories burned— 
more than any other  

corporate partner 

New Mothers’ Room
DTE supports new mothers and 
their work/life integration with 
an award-winning New Mothers’ 
Room. In addition, a full-time 
certified lactation specialist is part 
of the EYL team.

• DTE Headquarters won the 2019  
 Michigan Breastfeeding-friendly  
 Workplace Gold-level Award  
 from the Michigan Breastfeeding  
 Network, which is the highest  
 award possible! 

• Other winners include  
 Consumers Energy (Silver) and  
 Fiat Chrysler Automotive (Silver).

MoGo (Detroit campus)   
DTE offers a free MoGo pass to all employees to encourage them 
to engage in physical activity while connecting to Detroit local 
businesses. MoGo pass holders have increased every year since it 
launched in 2017.   

17,409
Miles covered—half  
the distance around  

the world 

15,668
Pounds of CO2 saved                                                                  

(the equivalent of about 17,635 
miles driven in a passenger vehicle)

 19  
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Power of ENGAGEMENT
Create opportunities to inspire engagement

Health Challenges
One of the ways EYL supports social connections is by sponsoring companywide  
well-being challenges. Offering these challenges adds a friendly competitive spirit  
to well-being as co-workers gently push each other to reach their individual goals,  
while simultaneously creating collaborative bonds. Most challenges are also offered  
to spouses.  

You Can Do It: No Sugar Challenge 
The No Sugar Challenge was a 30-day challenge designed to educate participants on  
the effects of sugar and to inspire the reduction or elimination of added sugar. It was 

kicked off with the quarterly  
webinar “YOU CAN DO IT: Tame 
your Sweet Tooth." This event  
created buzz and started the 
education process. Advanced  
education continued throughout 
the challenge.

Participants were asked to track 
two healthy eating activities for  
20 or more days, including:

EYL has been helping me  
manage my diabetes!

– DTE employee

REGISTER: 
February 18 – March 8

PARTICIPATE:

March 1 – 31

YOU CAN DO IT
        

JOIN THE

NO SUGAR CHALLENGE

C
R

E
D

ITS OR ENTRIE
S 

EARN

75

1.   No sweets
2. Drinking water instead of soda or juice

They could join the challenge as an individual or as part of a team. Participants were  
entered into a prize drawing. One team and three individual winners received their 
choice of a meal preparation delivery service—a $100 value!

1,576
Number of participants registered―                           

the highest participation in an  
EYL challenge to date

            39 
The number of grams of sugar  
that employees and spouses  

avoided per day  

 

This equates to cutting out a  
combined excess of                                             

1 TON OF ADDED SUGAR                                               
through the course of the challenge

1
In our quest to create a sustainable Culture of Health & Well-being, it 

is critical we surround the DTE family in a health-supportive environment. 
This starts with living our Service Key of Caring for each other each and 
every day. I'm excited about the company's health and well-being  
initiatives and proud to be part of this journey.

– Lisa Muschong, vice president, Corporate Secretary & Chief of Staff
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I enjoyed the No Sugar Challenge and 
want to make it a part of my lifestyle.  
I have more energy and less headaches!

– DTE employee, Mt. Clemens

Healthy Selfie was so fun. I never 
posted anything internally before.

– DTE employee

Healthy Selfie Challenge   
This challenge encouraged employees to “put a face” on the various dimensions  
of well-being by uploading pictures of themselves doing something positive 
related to their physical, emotional, social or financial well-being. 

 
Portion of participants who  

successfully reduced their sugar 
intake for 20 or more days  

during the challenge 
 

 

 
 

Portion of participants who said 
they decreased their sugar intake 

after the challenge was over 
 

 

 
Portion of participants who stated 

that, because of the challenge, they 
are now more aware of their  

nutritional choices

88%  
 

56%  
 

94%  
 

Just like our approach to safety, health and well-being is a 
shared responsibility. That is why we are committed to achieving 
our goal of helping our DTE family live life with more vitality.

– Diane Antishin, vice president, HR Operations and chief diversity & inclusion officer 
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It’s Your Move—Activity Challenge 
By tracking physical activity for at least 30 minutes per day for at least 20 days,  
participants were entered to win a Fitbit of their choice. 

 

23
 Number of locations that hosted 

plank challenge events 
 

985                                           

Number of participants

Selfie Plank Challenge  
Plank challenges were held across the enterprise in a variety of settings, where  
employees were invited to:

• Plank every day and track improvement by completing and submitting a log.

• Submit a creative planking photo on a team channel.

 

Challenges are very helpful. My wife and I appreciate the extra incentive we 
get; when we participate together and at the same time against each other.

– DTE employee

 My mother passed away  
on Nov. 4, 2019. This challenge helped 
inspire me to move. The more I moved,  
the better I felt—emotionally, physically  

and mentally. Thank you. Moving is  
wonderful for stress reduction, mental  

health and the grieving process.

– DTE employee
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Let’s go for a

at the Detroit Zoo

Saturday, Aug. 3 

or Sunday, Aug. 4 

9 a.m. - 1 p.m. or 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Free admission and a $7 food voucher (upon entry) with each reservation

Reserve tickets online by Aug. 1 at detroitzoo.org/h/dte 

Community Events 
 

Cherry Festival Races
As a major sponsor of the Annual 
National Cherry Festival held in July in 
Traverse City, Michigan, DTE and the 
EYL team offer employees and family 
members half off the race participation 
fees. With a half marathon, 15K, 10K 
or 5K run or walk, there’s an event for 
everyone. And, fresh, sweet cherries are 
available at the finish line!

Selfie Plank Challenge  
Plank challenges were held across the enterprise in a variety of settings, where  
employees were invited to:

• Plank every day and track improvement by completing and submitting a log.

• Submit a creative planking photo on a team channel.

 

10,967                               
Number of employees and family 

members attending the event

Zoo Event
Each summer, employees,  
retirees and their families are  
invited to attend a Detroit Zoo  
weekend event, hosted by DTE,  
as a way to connect with  
co-workers, family members  
and friends. 

25                             
Employees ran in  

the race

 

HEALTHY REWARDS 
Real Time Rewards helps engage  

employees in healthy activities.  
Employees simply complete  

a rewardable activity to  
earn credits, which can  
be redeemed for online  
gift cards or donated  
to charity. 

4,116                                                  
Number of employees  

and spouses who  
completed healthy  
activities in 2019
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A Look Forward  

What’s Ahead…

Deploy training  

for 10,000 employees 

on our “why” for 

Culture of Health  

& Well-being.

Use a comprehensive data 

warehouse and produce 

cockpit, dashboards and 

scorecards to convey 

progress and impact. 

Expand support services 

including physical activity, 

mental health and  

emotional well-being.

Continue nutritional  

transformation, including 

the completion of  

the vending machine 

transformation and 

establishing new healthy 

catering guidelines. 

Expand injury 

prevention 

initiatives. 

Establish local  

well-being committees 

to provide employees 

with additional support  

at a local level.

Implement chronic 

condition management 

programs.

Deliver complex  

care management 

support, health care 

navigation and  

patient advocacy.

Implement  

vitality marketing 

campaign.

I
2 4 6

3 5 7 9
8

DTE is on the Path to Achieve Benchmark 
by 2022

 
The progress we have made 
improving how health and  

well-being-supportive DTE is has been  
impressive, and I look forward to taking  

the role as the WELCOM Executive  
Champion to continue our momentum.

– David Ruud, senior vice president & CFO

While the COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact our communities and DTE family, our focus on health and well-being has 
become more imperative than ever before. In addition to taking the necessary steps to help our employees and their families 
navigate this crisis, we will continue to build and strengthen our overall Culture of Health & Well-being as we aim to accomplish 
the following initiatives in 2020 and beyond. 
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Sure, we may be a bit biased when  
it comes to rating our own work  
environment and employee experience, 
but numerous organizations outside  
DTE seem to agree with us! 

Here are just a handful of the  
various ORGANIZATION HONORS  
that DTE has been awarded. 

Accolades/Awards

• Gallup Great Workplace Award

• Metropolitan Detroit’s 101 Best and Brightest  
 Companies to Work For

• Governor’s Fitness Award

• Computerworld’s 100 Best Places to Work in IT

 • National Business Group on Health Best Employers  
 for Healthy Lifestyles®

• Professional Women’s Magazine/Black EOE Journal  
 “Best of the Best”

• Detroit Free Press Green Leaders Award

• American Heart Association Fit-Friendly Worksite

• HealthLead US Healthiest Workplace  
 Accreditation Program

• Governor’s Council Outstanding Healthy Workplace 

• Best & Brightest in Wellness Elite Winner 2018 

• Michigan Breastfeeding Network Breastfeeding Friendly   
 Workplace Award 

• LinkedIn Top Places to Work

There is increasing evidence that companies that  
are healthier perform better and are more productive.  
Companies that focus on having a culture of health  
and safety out-perform the market. DTE is focused on 
promoting a culture of health to become a part of its  
corporate culture itself.

– Dr. Raymond Fabius, population health expert



Questions or Comments? 
Contact us at eyl_account@dteenergy.com.

eyl_account@dteenergy.com
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